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If you are white faculty working at a higher education institution or white 

liberal seed industry professional who upholds whiteness of seed industry and 

in need of publishing content on any social justice issues related to seed 

industry in peer-reivewed journals or liberal newspapers, you don’t have my 

permission to use any of the content presented in the past, current or future 

versions of this document without consulting with me first. 

This is a document in progress, and will be updated/modified based on need, 

pressing issues and feedback I receive. 
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A Reflection on My Experience with the small American Seed Industry 

Until Fall 2018, when I finally decided to write this manual, it was a never-ending 

challenge to access information about fundamentals of operating Two Seeds in a Pod as 

an ethnically minoritized, immigrant, Muslim1, Turkish seed company owner. Information 

my common sense was telling me should have been easy to access was not available. 

I was attending conferences, and trying to connect with and visiting other seed 

companies to collect every bit of information I could use in a variety of operational areas 

of our company. I am not talking about traditional knowledge such as how to save seeds 

from crops which has already been practiced for 12,000 years by the peoples of Anatolia, 

my ancestral homeland, what to store seeds in, or how to grow a specific seed crop. I 

am talking about the knowledge that would help our company become an integrated 

part of an industry that would welcome and cherish the cultural diversity we could offer 

as an Underrepresented Minoritized (URM) seed company.  

It took me five years to realize that it wasn’t the publicly available information in books, 

on websites and at conferences that made a difference that would help us grow as a 

company but it was the email listservs through which a handful of white Americans 

were members of, it was the space that was given to the same people to be promoted 

at conferences over and over and over again because of their business connections 

some of which spanned decades, it was the white mentorship that kept the circle of 

growing certain seed crops very narrow and in control so that “others” wouldn’t be 

involved with the production of these seeds. It was the lack of a network of non-white 

seed growers who were consciously and violently left out and in a way kept from 

growing their own culturally appropriate seed crops for an industry that extracts those 

seeds; Native people who don’t perceive seeds as commodity and whose request was to 

have respect for their relation to seeds, Black people who were stripped of their land 

over the course of last 100 years to the extent that they can only manage less than 1.5% 

of the farms in the entire country so they aren’t represented in seed industry, Asian 

people whose seeds are appropriated to make white seed growers richer specifically 

through “Asian greens seed market”, and immigrant seed keepers like me whose 

homeland’s seeds were extracted through USDA expeditions and who aren’t entirely 

sure how to position themselves in this hot mess at times because the ways in which 

BIPOC is identified may also fail to acknowledge my immigrant experience. 

 

 

1I specifically mention Muslimness because although I am culturally Muslim, this is not about what I think about 

organized religion but it is about how I am perceived by others in this society so that I can protect myself. 



There is no doubt that the American small seed industry, that I was familiar with but 

was never and will obviously never be an integrated part of, and its non-profit minions 

have been suffering from whiteness and patriarchy, and favoring a privileged group of 

white folks who benefit from their connections with their white old male mentors to 

advance their businesses financially, to keep the tradition of whiteness-ing throughout 

their entire careers going, and to lead an entire industry to multiply their wealth to be 

passed to their children. 

I believe that even when we try to heal from past injuries, we need to remember the 

origin of our struggles so that we can contextualize the positions we hold. As an URM 

seed keeper and seed company co-owner who does all he does with a passion that is 

deeply rooted in restoring and preserving life, what I care the most is building trust and 

relations and maintaining that trust and those relations so it is very difficult for me to 

unsee my damaged trust. I have very little confidence in individuals and organizations 

that systematically and historically neglected their responsibility of reaching out to 

people who were not like them to build an inclusive seed system and those which 

appear to do so only after they are called out without changing the structure of their 

organizations of which sponsors are pre-dominantly white. None of my generation of 

seed professionals who don’t keep these established organizations and mentors 

accountable are exempt from my lack of trust. 

In addition, these organizations now claiming that they are taking action to change 

their practices while talking about things such as “building equity and justice in organic 

seed communities” is oxymoron, and once again entirely ignores the ways minoritized 

communities perceive their seeds and their financial conditions to get involved in such a 

costly and problematic production system branded as organic farming. Unless the 

demographics of the seed growers2, seed company owners and the folks who influence 

the policies of the seed non-profit organizations that control the narrative for organic 

seed system policies change, these organizations will only pretend to be doing better to 

cover their base and to have better optics. Organizations led by white seed professional 

will always refrain from analyzing demographic data since this data expose the 

whiteness of the industry. If you are BIPOC or a member of any other minoritized 

communities and reading this manual; I will highly recommend you to keep them 

accountable. You have the power to resist and a right to demand! 

 

 

2Based on a content analysis I did using a list posted on the Organic Seed Alliance’s website, I predicted 

90% of the seed growers in the U.S. were white in 2019. 



We don’t need non-profits that are controlled by whiteness. We need to uplift local 

economies that center community values. I adamantly support the for-profit companies 

founded by URM seed growers who cares about relations, who are committed to their 

communities, who are always interested in building new relations and communities, 

who take care of their own culturally appropriate seeds while deserving to have 

comfortable living conditions because at the very least this is essential to help them 

keep doing what they do, and who can use their financial resources and knowledge to 

elevate and take care of others like them and others who are not like them.  

Our collective work and thought process, and togetherness help me breathe and find 

hope especially at times when I feel desperate moving forward with all the struggles I 

have in my seed keeping work while managing a seed company in a space and time 

where culturally significant seed companies are absorbed by whiteness. 

February 2023 

Mehmet Öztan, Ph.D. 

Seed keeper, grower and plant breeder 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE AND SIGNIFICANT SEEDS 

Our company’s seed catalog is built upon my efforts for the Anatolian Seeds Recovery 

and Preservation Project (ANATOHUM) and primarily focuses on the culturally 

appropriatre and significant seeds of Turkey. Our seed company funds my seed 

preservation efforts, and we introduce new seed varieties (more than 115 seed varieties 

since 2013) to the commercial seed market. That being said, since these varieties are 

new to the market, it takes time for gardeners or small farmers to be familiar with them 

to look for them online. Hence, we also need to carry some commercially common seed 

varieties in our catalog to improve customer traffic to our website. 

Crops such as tomatoes, peppers, squash and beans which originated in the Western 

Hemisphere and have been stewarded by the Indigenous people here since time 

immemorial, as well as other crops such as black-eye peas and okra which originated in 

Africa and have been stewarded by African people for so long have also been stewarded 

by the people of Anatolia since when these crops were introduced to them as a result of 

colonialism and through commercial trade.  

It is also true that plants like okra and black-eye peas which didn’t originate in Asia 

Minor went through successive domestication periods in various parts of the country 

generations ago, and this is one of the reasons there are so many varieties of these 

crops traditionally grown there for generations.  

In addition, today’s Turkey and Mesopotamia are where wheat was domesticated 12,000 

years ago making Asia Minor one of the oldest places for crop domestication on earth. I 

strongly believe that the generational memory of taking care of this amazing grain and 

other crops that are native to the land and the thousands of years of reciprocal 

relations between people and plants made the food and farm traditions welcome 

change. The wisdom and old food preparation techniques have been the motivation 

behind the creation and modification of so many traditional Anatolian dishes (e.g. 

tarhana) that use these relatively new crops as the main ingredients of old recipes 

today. 

 



 

Figure 1.1. Stuffing pepper Kandil and stuffing summer squash Sakız 

Melon, a crop that is native to the region where Turkey is, has been typically used for 

stuffing recipes as well as for fresh eating for thousands of years. Once pepper was 

introduced to Turkey; however, it changed the concept of stuffing recipes entirely. 

Melon is still used for stuffing purposes in some regions but people also selected seeds 

to come up with certain fruit shape, size, flesh thickness and flavor to use peppers for 

stuffing recipes. A similar seed selection process took place with summer squash for 

similar reasons in Turkey. More acidic tomatoes were selected to be used in meals and in 

salads to fit in the traditional palate in contrast to how tomatoes are usually considered 

to have great flavor in certain Western cultures if the flavor is more on the sweet side. 

Seed saving and seed keeping are two very different concepts. Seed keeping heavily 

relies on seed selection because we want to keep certain traits that speak to the food 

and farm traditions of our cultural lineages while we also maintain the biological 

diversity of a specific crop that was purposefully left in that crop by that crop’s 

stewards. Hence, seed keepers select seeds according to oftentimes oral narratives, and 

when possible, based on documentation as well as against negative impacts of climate 

catastrophe. 

Seed catalogs maintained by URM seed growers almost always speak to cultural lineages 

and identities. Even when these growers have land, they have limited resources and are 

not part of a large commercial seed grower network both of which limit the volume of 

seeds they can offer for each seed variety. Increasing seed stock for our culturally 

significant seed varieties requires patience and time and depends on our capacity to 

build a more extensive network because quintessential seed networks aren’t available to 

minoritized seed companies. It also depends on the availability of our financial resources 

to work with other growers whom we can trust and closely work with throughout seed 

selection process. After all, if the seed stock we have for a seed variety is only enough 



for restoration/preservation purposes, we can’t offer that seed to a wider community 

other than our own, and need to wait until we have enough seeds so that we don’t risk 

losing the integrity of that seed. Otherwise, what you see in our seed catalogs is only a 

fraction of the culturally appropriate seeds that our peoples have been stewarding in 

various regions of the world.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. SEED PRICES AND SEED DELIVERY CONDITIONS 
2.1.  Seed prices and Racism in Seed Industry 

One of the most problematic and confusing issues about the American small seed 

industry is how much seed companies pay for the seeds their growers produce for these 

companies’ catalogs. Most seed companies don’t report where they buy their seeds 

from and some outsource their seeds. How seed contract prices are identified directly 

speaks to the whiteness of seed industry and the racism in the farm and food system, as 

well as to the extractive labor practices established in the industry. A few big seed 

companies steer the ways in which seed contract prices are identified at the cost of 

losing grower and plant diversity. We, as a culturally significant, small seed company, as 

much as our budget and the extent of our grower network allow, do our best to not buy 

seeds in bulk grown by folks I don’t personally know or seeds that are outsourced. This 

means that we are sort of fighting against an unvisible force and I am also questioning 

why we, as a small seed company, should be the victim of whiteness which doesn’t 

stand against the norms around seed pricing enforced by big seed companies. Hence, 

beginning in 2023, we will also have to buy a few seed varieties in bulk, grown by large-

scale growers to offer in our catalog. 

In October 2019, I used Organic Seed Alliance’s Organic Seed Producer’s Directory for a 

content analysis1 to estimate that about (and probably more than) 90% of the seed 

growers who make income from growing seeds for the seed companies in the U.S. are 

white. This is not surprising since a significant chunk of the organic seed production is 

centralized in the Pacific Northwest, and it centralizes whiteness.  

Oregon, for instance, a state 76% of which population is white has only 2% Black people 

living in it. Main reason for this is because Black people were not allowed to settle in the 

state until 1926 due to racist exclusion laws. Hence, land ownership and generational 

wealth stayed pre-dominantly white in this state. In addition, climate of the Pacific 

Northwest region was taken granted which directly speaks to white entitlement, to 

produce the “best quality” seeds (especially dry seeds) in the country (this is still an 

argument frequently used by white seed producers and mentors who make a living from 

growing seeds in the region).  

This entitlement and white supremacy are two very important reasons for centralizing 

the production of dry seeds, including collard seeds, in PNW by white growers rather 

than in the American South and Southeast by Black growers. 

 

1I strongly recommend Dr. Carolyn Finney’s Black Faces, White Spaces to read about her incredible content analysis of 

racism in environmental spaces 



In addition, now that floods, droughts and wildfires are happening every growing season 

more than before due to the colossal stupidity of white supremacy which never 

prioritized nature or climate, it is a big question for me how in foreseeable future we can 

shift and spread seed production from PNW to other regions at a scale that keeps us 

from facing a seed shortage for specific crops while the seed production system 

becomes less racist. We urgently need to come up with regional seed crop systems 

which prioritize climate catastrophe, as well as equitable, inclusive and traditional seed 

stewardship. 

If you are a white seed grower farming in PNW (or in Idaho, for example) on a lot of land 

that was passed to you from your settler ancestors and on which you can harvest 

hundreds of pounds if not thousands of pounds of seeds for bean seeds varieties, you 

definitely contribute to dropping the poundage price of that seed when you sell the 

seed you grow to seed companies. Hence, the seed’s unit weight price and whiteness of 

and racism in seed industry go hand in hand, and speaks to taking financial power away 

from small seed growers, including white growers, with less than 5-acres, mostly 

borrowed/leased land. We can’t expect these small growers to grow bean seeds for us 

at the price Idaho farmers can offer. We pay growers $22 per pound of bean seeds they 

grow for us, and although this is not really a profitable practice for us, we feel obliged to 

do this as long as we break even because we have a goal of preserving seed diversity. 

Hence, we absolutely need to have tiered seed pricing standards that are customized 

for and in communication with these small seed growers who borrow, lease or own 

small parcels of land and who practice growing seeds usually on a scale of less than 2-

acres. Seeds, just like nutritious food, are under-valued, and we need to find the balance 

between the small seed company’s and individual grower’s goals of financial 

sustainability until one day seed companies are not needed anymore. 

2.1.1. Payment Models for Seed Contracts 

Some of the payment methods practiced by seed companies to pay their growers are 

listed below: 

- One-time payment. Total amount is paid after the delivery of seeds once seed 

germination tests are done, for the weight of delivered seeds based on the prices 

identified in the contract. Financially, this is probably the most preferrable 

method for seed growers. 

- Hybrid model. Seed company has a special arrangement with the seed grower to 

pay them for the weight and price of the seeds both of which are identified in the 

contract. In addition, the company pays the grower a commission per sale of that 

seed. In this method, commission is paid once every meaningful amount of sales 



is reached, and that amount is based on a mutual agreement between the 

company and grower. We are following this model in 2023 to pay a plant breeder 

for the weight of the seeds of their breeding efforts in addition to a 25% 

commission for each seed packet of that seed we sell. 

- Commission-based model. The company only pays the grower a commission 

after they make a certain amount of sales of the seed that the grower delivered. 

Unless you have a specific arrangement with the company you grow seeds for 

and you know that the company doesn’t have financial worries, I strongly 

recommend you to not accept a commission-based model since this model can 

easily become a way of labor and resource extraction. 

 

2.1.2. Responsibilities of the Grower 

It is the grower’s responsibility to ensure a safe delivery of the seeds to the seed 

company. I will list a few recommendations based on what I have experienced with the 

seeds we have received from growers below: 

- All seeds need to be securely packed before shipping. 

- When possible, use polypropylene bags (heavy-duty sand bags which come in 

different sizes).   

- If you are using ziplock bags to deliver heavy seeds such as beans, make sure to 

use heavy-duty ziplock bags and to double bag the seeds before shipping. 

- If you grew more than one variety of a crop of which seeds look like each other, in 

large quantities, to be all shipped to the seed company you grew the seeds for at 

once, and if you are worried about your seed packages bursting open to make all 

the seeds getting mixed, then listen to your instinct, and pack and ship each seed 

batch that looks alike separately.  

- Make sure that you don’t handle seeds after smoking cigarettes or leave any 

smoke residue on the seeds. This is crucial both to not pass tobacco mosaic virus 

to the seeds and for marketability purposes because if there is smoke residue on 

the seeds, customers will complain to the company about the seeds. 

- If you need to store the seeds you grew longer than anticipated for any reason, 

keep them in a climate-controlled environment. Once the seeds are completely 

dry, you can keep large quantities of seeds in buckets with gamma-sealed lids 

and drop a silica packet in the buckets to further remove any moisture that may 

be left. Do not leave unattended fruits in an environment with high humidity and 

process them quickly unless you need to cure the fruits to improve fruit quality. 

Once you process seeds, if you have space in your home, room conditions may 

also offer great storage for seeds. 



- You can refuse to work with the company if they demand you to buy the 

foundation seed stock for the contract unless there is a specific arrangement 

between you and the company. 

Also, if you are a BIPOC seed grower and have traditional practices that require you to 

modify seed growing assignments or methods, please communicate these issues with 

the seed company you would like to work for, to understand whether their expectations 

contradict with your practices. 

2.1.3. Responsibilities of the Seed Company 

This list represents the ways I understand the company’s responsibilities both as a seed 

company owner and a seed grower. Please note that items in the list can vary from one 

company to another. The company: 

- Pays for and provides un-patented and non-proprietary stock seed to the grower 

on time unless there is a different arrangement between the company and the 

grower.  

- Helps and consults with the grower for their questions about selecting and 

roguing plants as well as growing, harvesting, cleaning, storing, packaging and 

delivering seeds. 

- Pays in full the prices and up to the maximum quantities listed in this contract 

for the seeds that the grower delivers on-time, seeds that are clean and ready to 

sell, and that meet the minimum germination standards. 

- Pays the grower within a specific timeframe identified in the seed contract, upon 

completion of all germination tests and for the seeds that pass the minimum 

germination standards. Once the tests are complete, the company is expected to 

inform the grower with the germination rate of each seed lot along with the 

received weights of seeds in oz or lb, whichever is applicable, for the seeds that 

meet and pass the minimum germination standards. Certain seeds such as 

peppers and eggplant may stay dormant for weeks or even in some cases for 

months after harvest, delaying completion of tests. The Company may also need 

to re-test the seeds that initially have low germination rates which may 

potentially extend the payment period, and agrees to submit payment in part for 

the seeds of which germination tests are complete within the given timeframe.  

- Pays the grower a one time fee per contract season for the seed yield data the 

grower provides for all of the seed crops listed in the contract. 

- Reimburses the cost of delivery at the time of the payment for the contracted 

seeds for delivery options such as USPS or UPS. If necessary, the company also 



pays for the expenses related to packaging materials to ensure the safe delivery 

of heavy seeds. 

- Doesn’t impose any penalty for the seeds that are listed in the contract that are 

not delivered. However, the sales and seed preservation efforts of the company 

rely on the seeds grown and delivered by the grower. Hence, the Company may 

choose not to work with the Grower consecutively who consistently fails to fulfill 

the contract.  

 

2.2. Ethical Pricing of Seeds 

I have been managing our seed company for a decade now and I still don’t know who 

produce certain seeds to be sold in bulk to seed companies to retail. If you are a white 

American (especially a white man) and owner of a small seed company that you founded 

only a few years ago, it is a moral choice for you to not buy the seed grown by the 

priveleged white seed growers because their seeds are “cheap” so that you can all of a 

sudden offer hundreds of varieties in your catalog. If you have access to these growers’ 

seeds in the first place, it means that you are benefitting from your white privilege that 

helped you make connections in your white network to have the proximity with those 

white growers to purchase those seeds from them.  

Instead, you can focus on elevating small growers and pay them the full price of the 

seed they produce when they deliver the seeds to you. This will perhaps increase your 

seed cost and push you to offer less number of varieties in your catalog. So be it!  

Small seed growers: Unless you have a special arrangement with a seed company that 

makes you believe in and support their mission, and if you are already able to financially 

support yourself, don’t let seed companies pay you a commission per seed packet they 

sell. Ask them to sign a seed contract with you before the growing season, and ask to 

get paid in full amount once you deliver the seeds and when the germination rates of 

the seeds you grow for them meet or pass minimum standards. 

Implementation of tiered seed prices based on the scale of the volume a seed grower 

can deliver should be an industry standard. Our company focuses on pre-dominantly 

working with growers whose farming scale is less than 5 acres. On a case-by-case basis, 

we update our seed prices every year, after we discuss with the growers we work with 

to see the feasibility of those prices for them and us, and then apply that rate to all the 

growers in our network.  

While being fair to folks who grow seeds for us is a priority for me, I also need to make 

sure that we can cover our seed contract budget among our other expenses which is 

currently a great challenge given our sales. For example, in 2022, we contracted a 



grower to grow arugula seeds for us for $25/oz of seed. They delivered about 1.5 lbs of 

arugula seeds which we paid in full contract price to us as part of a test run to see with 

minimal equipment and resources, how labor-intensive growing arugula seed for this 

grower on a relatively short row would be and to test if they would make better profit if 

they grew a different crop along that row. Hypothetically speaking, if we sell all the seed 

they grew for us, we will still make a profit from the seed lot we bought from them but 

in reality, as a small seed company we won’t be able to go through all of this arugula 

seed lot in the short run which will be a financially unfeasible situation for us. On the 

other hand, considering the fact that 1.5 lbs of arugula seeds is a very insignificant 

volume of seeds compared to what big seed companies can sell in a season, we still can 

and should offer higher-than-industry rates for arugula seeds for the small growers we 

work with. Hence, in future, we will have to reduce the price we pay for arugula while we 

still adjust the price to keep it above the average industry prices for small growing 

scales. Keep in mind that big seed companies systematically purchase or outsource 

arugula seeds in large volumes (e.g. hundreds of pounds in weight) which reduce the 

seed price across the board. 

If you have no or little experience in growing seeds for a seed company, I encourage you 

to closely work with that company to identify the price range that works for you and 

them, and grow only the seeds that would financially work for you. Finding the balance 

that works for you to decide which crops you would like to grow takes more than one 

season, and would be dependent on a variety of issues, including figuring out how to 

improve seed yields for the same crop per given area or given row length of production. 

2.3. Real-world Examples for Seed Prices 

As of February 2023, we still grow a majority of our seed stock (%70-75 of our seed 

crops) for our catalog on our farm in Reedsville, WV, but this will change after Fall 2023 

since I want to transition our farm into more of a seed evaluation, propagation, 

preservation and plant-breeding space. This means that we need to work with more 

farmers for more seeds to produce seed stock for our catalog. We prioritize building and 

maintaining relations with the folks who grow our seeds. We work with a very limited 

group of growers and we prioritize the preservation aspect of our work both of which 

limit the pace of expanding our catalog. 

In addition, we need to make sure that we sell enough seeds to cover the cost of the 

seed we buy from growers while we also have to sell enough seeds to pay for our other 

business expenses. Our company’s slow growth also means that we can’t and don’t 

need to offer hundreds of seeds in our catalog. We need to stay focused on the 



preservation aspect of our culturally significant seed varieties to maintain the integrity 

of the seeds we steward. 

 

 

 Seed Crop Weight Unit Price ($) 
Beans lb 22 

Black-eye Peas lb 28 
Cabbage lb 200 
Calendula lb 100 
Chickpea lb 28 

Collard Greens lb 200 
Cucumber lb 75 
Eggplant oz 45 

Garlic (small bulbs) lb 12 
Gourds lb 70 
Lettuce lb 110-115 
Melon lb 75 
Nigella lb 200 
Okra lb 65 
Peas lb 28 

Peppers oz 45 
Summer Squash lb 75 

Sunflower lb 45 
Tomatoes oz 45 

Watercress  lb 50 
Watermelon lb 75 

Winter Squash lb 75  
Zinnia lb 125 

Table 2.1. Our 2023 seed contract prices per weight unit. 

The prices given in Table 2.1.  are subject to change every year, depending on the 

quantity we need to have produced, urgency of growing a specific variety, and the 

volume of our sales each year, given the fact that we are a very small seed company. As 

a small company, our prices tend to stay around or go above these prices since we can 

only sell so much of a seed until the next growing season; hence, we tend to contract 

growers for relatively smaller quantities. Some seeds can also lose viability faster than 

others, and it makes sense for us to contract for less in volume to go through a specific 

seed lot faster. If the maximum quantity we assign to a grower for a seed crop is smaller 



than ideal for the grower, then we either try to increase the assigned volume of seed to 

that grower or increase the price of the seed per volume we assign to a grower.    

In 2022, we closely worked with small farmers in West Virginia to understand the 

financial viability of growing seeds better through a SARE grant. This grant and 

communication with other growers in other regions gave us valuable insight to adjust 

and re-evaluate our prices. Inflation, increasing costs, and need to fairly cover growers’ 

labor are some of the important factors we use to modify our prices on a yearly basis. In 

2023, we updated our prices based on all of these factors and by adding an estimated 

inflation rate of 10% to the previous year’s prices. 

We typically work with prospective growers to assess our and their needs and interests 

through a grower survey (you can email contact@twoseedsinapod.com to take the survey). 

Then we send them a template of tentative plan of seeds crops we would like them to 

grow for us along with the contract prices for an initial discussion. Once we agree on a 

plan, we send the template contract to the grower for their review, and a final 

discussion about seed prices on a case-by-case basis. For example, for paste tomato 

varieties which have less seeds than cherry tomatoes, unit weight price we pay may be 

higher since seed yield with paste tomatoes is usually less than other tomatoes.  

If a grower ends up producing more seeds than they are assigned for in their contract, 

we do our best to purchase the excess seed up to as much as 25% of the seed weight 

defined in the contract, or as much as our budget allows. That being said, until 2023, we 

managed to purchase all the excess seed growers we worked with produced. This issue 

is closely related to estimating seed yields which requires collecting and analyzing data 

which is discussed in Chapter 5 . I continuously work with growers on compiling a more 

extensive seed yield database based on real data to help us and them estimate how 

many seedlings or foot length of direct-sowing they need to grow to meet but not 

wildly exceed the volume they are expected to produce for a seed contract. Please note 

that the seed yield database given in Appendix D  is one of the very few publicly available 

databases. 

While certain crops, when produced in certain quantities, can be profitable for you, you 

may not want to commit to seed assignments for other crops due to your limitations 

such as required labor and space allocation. You can benefit from the seed production 

economic analysis chart given in Appendix A  in conjunction with the seed yields given in 

Appendix D  to decide which seed crops you would like to grow for a seed company.  

 

 



2.4. Communication 

Effective communication is essential for fulfilling a seed production contract 

successfully, and for a seed company to be able to help you to take measures in case of 

emergencies and with issues related to seed harvest. Please do not hesitate to contact 

the company you grow seeds for if you have any questions or need any help with regard 

to diseases, pests and other growing information. If you think that you will have a crop 

failure for a seed variety you are assigned with, let the company know immediately 

because they rely on you to replace their stock seed for the seeds you grow. 

2.5. Cleaning Seeds and Germination Tests 

Please thoroughly clean your seeds after harvesting them using the methods described 

in Section 3.2.  USDA’s definition of noxious weeds can be quite problematic. Purslane is 

a traditional plant used in various recipes in Turkey; however, it is listed by USDA as a 

noxious weed since this plant can easily self-seed and spread. That being said, you need 

to make sure that no foreign weed seeds are mixed into the seed lot you grow for the 

company. List of these seeds in West Virginia context is given in Appendix B .  

If, during or after cleaning seeds, you spill any seeds on the ground by accident, please 

do not pick the seeds; otherwise you may end up introducing seeds that don’t belong to 

the seed lot you harvested for a specific crop. Also, in between harvesting different seed 

crops, please make sure to clean the containers you use for harvesting each crop so 

that seeds for different varieties aren’t mixed with each other. 

Every company has different deadlines but end of October-November is overall an 

acceptable time for many seeds we assign to growers to be harvested, processed and 

ready to be delivered unles there are certain seed crops (e.g. winter squash) that need 

to be cured longer to improve seed quality. Before you pack the seeds for delivery, you 

can conduct an informal germination test to see how the seeds you grow do before you 

deliver the seeds to the company, and to visually compare the results to the minimum 

germination standards for vegetable seeds provided in Appendix C  for quality control 

purposes. You can do this simply by dropping some seeds on a wet paper towel and 

keep them in a ziploc bag to observe the overall viability of the seeds before mailing 

them to the company. Please note that you may need more time for certain crops such 

as winter squash to ripen their seeds past October in many regions.  

Also note that some seeds such as peppers and eggplant can stay dormant for certain 

periods of time post-processing. In addition, some seeds need conditions that mimic 

soil. Hence, if you are using paper towel and not soil for a quick test, you need to make 

sure to create an environment with ideal moisture and heat conditions for them to 



germinate. Soaking the paper towel you use in a solution of about 2 gr. of Potassium 

Nitrate (commercially known as saltpeter), a chemical component that occurs in soil 

naturallyi in one quart of water, before testing the seeds may help improve germination 

rates and pace. 

2.5.1. Seed Screens 

In Table 2.2. , you can find some examples for the seed screens we use to clean certain 

seeds. Please note that there are many combinations of creative ideas and tools 

farmers use to process and clean seeds. Don’t take the recommendations in this manual 

as the absolute truth, and look for the ways that suit your resources and skills the best. 

The small screens (many of them have 12”x12” dimensions) we use on our farm have 

wooden frames which means that we don’t use them for wet seed processing. These 

frames are for removing the chaff (dry casing around the seeds or any other dry 

material in the uncleaned seed lots) and for final sifting of the seeds.  

If you are looking for a place to buy high quality test screens, I would highly recommend 

QC Screen. Alternatively, you can make your own screen by purchasing sheets of screen 

to make your own, if you are looking for a less costly solution. 

 

Crop Screen Specifications 
Beans/Southern Peas 32/64 round 

Grains 16/64 round 
Herbs 8/64 and 4/64 round 

Dill, Pepper 10/64 round 
Broccoli/Collard/Kale 6/64 round 

Arugula/Cress 5/64 round 
Very small herbs (e.g. summer savory)  1/18 round in conjunction with 6x26 or 

6x28 rectangular mesh for final sifting 
Celery 

 
1/18 round in conjunction with 6x26 or 
6x28 rectangular mesh for final sifting 

Lettuce 1/26 x ½ Herringbone screen with 6x26 
or 6x28 rectangular mesh for final sifting 

Eggplant/Pepper/Tomato 9/64 round 
Table 2.2. Screen size examples for cleaning and sifting seeds. 

 

 

 



2.6. Delivery and Payment 

All the prices on your contract will be paid for the clean and ready-to-pack seeds 

delivered by a certain deadline in the given contract year. Communicate with the 

company you work with if you won’t be able to deliver certain seeds by this deadline. 

If the seeds the company receives from you are not clean and they end up re-cleaning 

your batch, they may have to deduct for the (time=labor) they spend on cleaning seeds 

from your total payment, or they may have to reject the seeds they receive, depending 

on the condition of the seed lot.  

Once the company receives the seeds, they will test them to identify germination rates 

or they will send the seeds to a lab to be tested for germination. If the test results for 

the seeds you deliver are lower than the minimum standards, the company reserves the 

right to reject the seeds they receive. Please keep in mind that, some companies also 

overall aim for germination rates that are at least 10-15 percentage points higher than 

the minimum standards given in Appendix C . Seed companies store the seeds they 

receive from growers to sell them year after year until the repeated germination tests 

yield rates lower than minimum standards since the test results need to be printed on 

the seed packet labels.  

Seeds of some food crops (e.g. eggplant, lettuce, peppers) show dormancy after being 

harvested and processed. In other words, freshly harvested seeds may not germinate if 

tested right away, and they may need more time for a germination test, a factor which 

may delay payment for a contract. That being said, seed companies usually aim to pay 

for seed assignments within 90 days of seed delivery, upon completion of germination 

tests or cleaning the seeds to meet marketability standards, when needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. SEED SAVING GUIDELINES 

It is a mutually beneficial approach to work with seed companies that are dedicated to a 

place-based stewardship of biodiversity that elevates your local foodways, communities 

and regional seed networks; however, it is also true that a seed company like ours also 

needs to work with growers in not only our region but also other regions across the 

country, especially due to the limited capacity of our grower network. Regardless you 

are a homesteader or a small farmer, you are equally important to building up the seed 

stock of many small seed companies. In addition, as much as they enjoy working with 

experienced seed growers, these companies also cherish the idea of having beginner-

level seed producers involved in seed production for not only educational process but 

also to help expand the range of seed-saving communities. 

Producing seeds from a plant is not wildly different than growing that plant for market 

or for personal use; however, it requires better observation skills, patience and 

experience in using a variety of tools as well as your cultural understanding for and 

connection with the seed crops you grow. All of these factors speak to to the ways in 

which you select seeds from those crops. You also need to maintain adequate isolation 

distances between varieties of the same crop to eliminate cross-pollination of those 

varieties. These distances vary from one crop to another. If you have limited farming 

space that won’t allow you to maintain the isolation distances recommended in this 

manual, isolation methods in conjunction with hand-pollination can also be used. 

Isolating two varieties of the same species by staggering planting times, by planting one 

of them earlier so that the first variety completes their pollination cycle before the 

latter blooms, is another method that can be used to reduce field labor. In summary, it 

is important that you take the time to consider how your field plans will be affected if 

you decide to grow a seed crop for a seed company. Knowing that you will be able to 

maintain seed purity and the seed crop you are interested in growing for the company 

will not interfere with your other field plans will help you plan for seed contracts.     

For example, two summer squash (Cucurbita pepo) varieties can easily cross with each 

other. If you are not isolating your plants in any way, if you are not hand-pollinating, and 

if you are assigned to grow a summer squash variety for seed stock, then it is best to 

grow only that variety of summer squash in your field. On the other hand, while it still 

can happen, risk of cross-pollination is substantially reduced for certain crops such as 

nightshade family plants due to their flower structure so it would be possible to grow 

multiple varieties of these crops in the same field in one given season, depending on 

your field’s size, without a need for bagging/isolating flowers. 

 



3.1.  Isolation Distances for Certain Seed Crops 

Following information and recommendations are compiled based on Suzanne 

Ashworth’s Seed to Seed, Suzanne Ashworth’s Seed to Seed: Seed Saving and Growing 

Techniques for Vegetable Growers and John Navazio’s The Organic Seed Grower: A 

Farmer’s Guide to Vegetable Seed Production, and our experiences and knowledge of 

growing seed crops. Please keep in mind that all this is textbook information and 

perhaps some of the most boring part of this document because people in Turkey have 

been saving seeds from crops they domesticated since 12,000 years ago, and none of 

the information given in contemporary books on the subject matter is new. 

Please also keep in mind that seed company campuses that have actual fields where 

they grow seeds also hand-pollinate and use physical barriers and/or isolation materials 

such as cages, isolation tents, blossom bags for saving seeds, and they isolate plants by 

timing through staggered planting of different varieties of the same species. In other 

words, you can substantially reduce the isolation distance requirements given below by 

using any or a combination of various tools and methods.  

Bean (green and dry), common (Phaseolus vulgaris): Common beans have self-

pollinating, closed and perfect flowers, and it is recommended to keep 10-20 ft of 

isolation distance between different varieties of seed crops. It is also known and was 

experienced by me that due to environmental conditions and perhaps heavy bees, a 

small fraction of bean seeds that are grown within close proximity in the same field can 

still cross with other beans. Depending on the number of bean varieties grown in close 

proximity, cross-pollination may occur in %10-15 of the bean population. As an example, 

it is easier to rogue these crossed bean seeds following year if the original seed has a 

specific pattern while it may be more challenging to identify “pure” seed if the parent 

beans are both white.  

Cabbage (Brassica oleracea L.): Cabbages are outbreeding plants, their flowers get 

pollinated by insects, they can easily cross-pollinate with other cabbage varieties and 

other members of cole crops (i.e. cauliflower, Brussels sprouts, heading and sprouting 

broccoli, kale and collards, and kohlrabi), and it is recommended to keep 0.5-2.0 mi of 

isolation distance between different varieties of cole crops. You can also apply a 

rotation plan and grow a different biennial cole crop for seed every year. 

Carrot (Daucus carota L.): Carrots are outbreeding plants, their flowers get pollinated by 

insects, they can easily cross-pollinate with wild carrot or Queen Anne’s Lace (Daucus 
carota var. carota), and it is recommended to keep 0.5-2 mi of isolation distance 

between different varieties of carrots. I recommend growing carrots in isolation cages 

to eliminate the possibility of crossing between your carrot seed crop with wild carrot. 



Collard (Brassica oleracea L.): Collards are outbreeding plants, their flowers get 

pollinated by insects, they can easily cross-pollinate with other collard varieties and 

other members of cole crops (i.e. cabbage, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts, heading and 

sprouting broccoli, kale, and kohlrabi), and it is recommended to keep 0.5-2.0 mi of 

isolation distance between different varieties of cole crops. 

Cucumber (Cucumis sativus): Cucumbers are outbreeding plants, their flowers get 

pollinated by insects, and it is recommended to keep 0.5-2.0 mi of isolation distance 

between different varieties of cucumbers. 

Eggplant (Solanum melongena): Eggplant has self-pollinating, closed and perfect 

flowers, and we recommend you to keep 20-30 ft of isolation distance between 

different varieties of eggplant seed crops. 

Lettuce (Lactuca sativa): Lettuce is an inbreeding plant with closed and perfect flowers, 

and it is usually recommended to isolate different varieties of lettuce seed crops 10 ft 

apart. 

Melon (Cucumis melo): Melons are insect-pollinated plants, and different varieties of 

melons need to be isolated by 0.5-2.0 mi. 

Okra (Abelmoschus esculentus): Okra flowers are self-pollinating; however, they can get 

attractive to bees because of their large size, and isolation requirement may be as high 

as 0.2 mi but in our experience, 300-400 ft usually suffice to isolate different varieties 

from each other.  

Pea (Pisum sativum): Peas have self-pollinating, perfect flowers, and it is recommended 

to keep 10-20 ft of isolation distance between different varieties of pea seed crops. 

Pepper (Capsicum spp.): Pepper flowers are largely self-pollinating; however, risk of 

cross-pollination increases in hot peppers due to their flower structure, and it is 

recommended to keep 75-300 ft of isolation distance between different varieties of 

seed crops. That being said, we had great results by using breathable plant covers on 

each varietal population throughout a given growing season while keeping substantially 

smaller distances between each variety but we also vigorously test our seeds against 

crossing. 

Radish (Raphanus sativus): Radishes are outbreeding plants which are insect-pollinated, 

and any two radish varieties must be separated by 0.5 mi from each other. 

Squash (Cucurbita spp.): Squash is insect-pollinated and it is recommended that 

different varieties of the same species of squash need to be isolated by 0.5-2.0 mi while 



Cucurbita pepo (i.e. main species for commercial summer squash), Cucurbita maxima 

and Cucurbita moschata (i.e. main species for commercial winter squash) don’t readily 

cross with each other (i.e. chances are extremely low), and it is acceptable to plant one 

variety of each of these species together in most cases. 

Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum): Tomatoes are self-pollinating plants, and it is 

recommended to separate tomato varieties by 20-30 ft while potato-leaf varieties 

(oftentimes these are old heirlooms) require more isolation. 

Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus): Watermelon is an outbreeding plant, all varieties of 

watermelons will cross with each other, and 0.5-2.0 mi of isolation is recommended to 

maintain seed purity unless the crops are hand-pollinated. Melon and watermelon 

flowers are small and more challenging to hand-pollinate; however, cotton swaps and 

organza bags can be used to increase the chances of successful hand-pollination. 

In light of the information provided in this section, you can also use Table 3.1.  to have a 

general idea whether you can grow multiple varieties of one seed crop in the same 

season in your field or garden under reduced isolation conditions. 

Seed Crop 
Multiple Varieties in 

the Same Field 
Beans Doable 
Beet No 

Black-eye Peas Doable 
Cabbage No 
Carrots No 

Cauliflower No 
Collard Greens No 

Corn No 
Cucumbers No 

Eggplant Doable 
Gourds No 
Lettuce Doable 
Melon No 
Okra No 
Peas Doable 

Peppers Doable 
Radishes No 
Soybeans Doable 

Summer Squash No 
Sunflower No 
Tomatoes Doable 

Watermelon No 
Winter Squash No 

Table 3.1. Growing arrangements for certain seed crops.  



In Table 3.2. , you can find the minimum isolation distances and ranges I recommend you 

to keep when you grow more than one variety of the same species. Please note that, in 

my experience, crops in the list can be kept true to their type by using distance-based 

isolation without a need for further isolation methods although there is still a chance to 

end up with accidental crosses. In our experience, crossing occurs more frequently than 

thought with common beans, black-eye peas, and yard-long beans; however, it is 

possible to detect and rogue these crossed seeds in the following year’s planting than 

to do so for a crop such as squash. 

If you are growing two or more varieties for the crops that are not listed in Table 3.2. , 

you need to hand-pollinate the fruits to prevent cross-pollination. 

Seed Crop Isolation Distance (ft) 
Beans 10-20 

Black-eye Peas  ≥ 100 
Chickpea 10-20 
Eggplant 20-30 
Lettuce 10-20 

Okra 250 
Peas ≥ 20 

Pepper, Hot 300 
Pepper, Sweet 200 

Soybeans 10-20 
Tomatoes 30-40 

Yard-long bean ≥ 100 
Table 3.2. Isolation distances for the crops that don’t require hand-
pollination. 

3.2. Seed Harvest and Processing 
3.2.1. Dry seed harvest. This category covers the crops of which seeds mature in 

a pod and are dried on a surface. 

Bean, black-eye pea and garden pea. Cut the plant when the majority of the pods turns 

tan color and becomes leathery. Dry the pods for a week, out of direct sun, on a flat 

surface with good air circulation until seeds rattle in the pods. Thresh the pods to 

release the seeds without applying too much pressure. Winnow the chaff with fan. Avoid 

waiting until the pods turn dark brown before harvesting, as you may end up with 

shattered seeds. Black-eye peas may need a few more days than beans and garden peas 

to dry. 

Brassicas. Cabbage, collard greens, Brussels sprouts, cauliflower and kale need to be 

over-wintered to encourage flower production. If in your climate zone, temperatures 



don’t go below 20F, you can let the plants over-winter in the field. If you are in a colder 

area, pull the cabbage plants with heads and roots intact, trim the roots down to a foot. 

Store the plants at 35-38F and mild to high relative humidity in mold-free, clean wooden 

totes made from slotted planks to allow air and humidity flow. Cover the plants with 

wood shavings.  

Re-plant in spring. Eventually, flower stalks emerge to form seeds. If the heads are too 

tight, stalks can also be encouraged to emerge by gently slicing an X on top of the 

heads. Make sure that the slice is shallow.  

Harvest seed pods when they turn brown. Thresh by rubbing the pods to release the 

seeds, and winnow. Be careful not to apply too much pressure while rubbing pods, 

otherwise seeds may get damaged.  

Kale, collard greens, Brussels sprouts and cauliflower can be processed for seeds in 

similar ways to cabbage while storage steps may be different or not needed. 

In our experience, it is good practice to make sure the plants reach full edible stage by 

the end of fall, to be able to harvest good quality seeds from Brassica family plants in 

the following spring/early summer. 

Carrot. Carrot is a biennial crop and needs to be over-wintered to flower. If your climate 

gets too cold to over-winter your carrot crop in the field, then dig up the roots and 

select them based on the variety’s typical characteristics for size, shape, flavor etc. Trim 

the tops to 1 inch. Store the roots either in wooden totes mentioned earlier or in your 

root cellar, if any. Make sure that the roots don’t touch each other before you cover 

them with woodchips.  

Re-plant the roots in spring. At seed maturity, seeds will turn brown. Umbels that first 

form seeds on a plant offer the best quality seeds. To improve the seed quality, cut and 

discard the later umbels. When the majority of the seeds turn brown, cut the stems and 

lay them on a tarp for a few days to let them dry. Seeds can be easily detached from the 

umbels so keep the umbels away from wind and rain.  

Please note that, even if the ground freezes, certain mature carrots can perfectly 

overwinter in ground. If you decide to leave the roots in ground, you may apply 

groundcover to keep soil temperature warmer throughout winter. 

Corn. Let the ears completely dry on the stalks. Leave the shucks on the ears, and dry 

the ears for about 2 more weeks before removing seeds. Before storing, make sure that 

seeds are completely dry because corn can easily ferment in sealed buckets even if 



some level of moisture is left behind. Alternatively, you can use a grain moisture tester 

to test the moisture level left in the corn seed and other grains before storing them. 

Lettuce. Lettuce seeds mature about 2 weeks after the plants flower. If the majority of 

the flowers on a single plant develop a “feather” look, then you can dig the plants with 

the roots intact and let 1) the mature seeds dry completely, and 2) almost-mature seeds 

mature on a tarp for around a week. Cut the rootballs at the time of seed harvest, and 

knock the seeds off either on a tarp or into a bucket. Try to harvest all the seeds from 

one batch of planting at once.  

Okra. Allow the seed pods mature until they turn brown and split. Put gloves on and cut 

the pods. Let the pods dry for around a week and harvest the seeds with a glove on 

since okra pods may develop spines.    

Onion. Onion is a biennial crop, and needs to be over-wintered. Pull the plants at the 

time of bulb maturity, and select the roots to over-winter. Follow the steps described in 

the carrot section for storage details.  

Re-plant bulbs in spring, and let the plants flower. Halving the bulbs sideways before 

planting may encourage stalk and flower production. Cut the umbels, leaving a few 

inches of stem attached to them, and lay them on greenhouse tables covered with 

landscape fabric or tarp to dry, making sure that good airflow is maintained. 

Pepper. While majority of pepper varieties turn red when the seeds are mature, flesh 

color may vary at seed maturity. We recommend you to only harvest the seeds from 

fully ripe fruits, and harvest the seeds right after picking those fruits. Take the seeds out 

on a surface that won’t stick to the seeds, and let them dry for 2 weeks. When you 

harvest hot pepper seeds, make sure to wear gloves during harvest, and wash your 

hands thoroughly once you are done, before you touch any body parts. While, in my 

experience, letting pods ripen on the plant delivers the best quality seeds, if you 

observe any decay on fruits at ripening stage, pick them immediately. Please note that if 

you harvested a significant volume of fruits, you can also chop the fruits without 

damaging the seeds and toss them in a clean container or barrel to let fermentation 

process separate flesh from seeds.    

Unless you are familiar with it, I recommend you to not use fermentation method to 

process your entire lot of pepper seeds since this method can make your seed lot end 

up with low germination rates which makes the seed unmarketable, especially if the 

fermentation batch is left unattended longer than ideal. Test this method with small 

quantities of peppers and test germination rates once you are done with the method to 

assess how you did with the method. 



3.2.2. Wet seed harvest. Methods in this category are used to harvest seeds 

from crops that produce wet flesh at seed maturity. 

Fermentation method is very effective for removing the gel layer around the seed that 

acts as a germination inhibitor; a process that may help seeds germinate faster. The 

method delivers clean seeds by removing the pulp around them and is known to 

minimize disease-related problems. 

Cucumber. Cucumbers are usually ready to process for seeds, 4-6 weeks after the fresh-

produce quality stage on the vine is reached. At seed maturity, fruits are usually 2-3 

times larger than the fresh cucumbers on a specific plant. Fruits with mature seeds also 

turn a pale yellow or brown color, another indication to help initiate the seed harvesting 

process. If possible, cure the fruits you pick at room temperature, away from rodents, 

for two weeks. Slice the fruits, and scoop the flesh into a plastic container. Let the 

mixture ferment for 36-48 hours. Stir the mixture twice a day to aerate. Rinse and 

spread the seeds on a surface with good air circulation, and let them dry for 2-3 weeks.     

Eggplant. Eggplant seeds mature about 4 weeks after the fruits are ready to eat but 

please note that once this this stage is reached, you need to have a good number of 

warm days to ensure high seed quality and germination rates. We especially 

experienced this to be a problem when we moved to West Virginia because fall season 

here isn’t as warm as in Florida, and this is a time when eggplant seeds mature. Early 

planting may help solve this problem. Please also note that in Florida flea beetle isn’t an 

eggplant pest while in West Virginia we can’t grow eggplant in open field without 

covering our crop to minimize pest damage. 

Purple eggplant varieties usually turn dull brown while the white ones turn yellow at 

seed maturity. Soaking cut fruits in water about a day in water makes it easier to 

separate the seeds from flesh. Pick the fruits when you observe the color change, and 

cut them into smaller chunks, add water, and blend in a food processor. Make sure to 

have either a dull metal or plastic blade to not damage the seeds as you grind the flesh. 

Once the flesh is blended evenly, transfer the mix to a bowl filled with water and remove 

the big chunks as well as the floating plant material. Decant the seeds into a colander, 

rinse and spread them on a surface with good air circulation. Let the seeds dry for a 

week. 

Melon. Pick the melons at eating stage to cut them open and scrape the seeds out. 

Rinse the seeds thoroughly and let them dry for 2-3 weeks. If there is no sign of disease 

at the time of fruit maturity, you can leave them in the field until the rind softens, to 

improve the seed quality. 



Squash, Summer. Seeds of summer squash mature about 6 weeks later than the fruit’s 

edible stage. At seed maturity, fruits become very large, rind becomes hard, and the 

fruit stems dry up. At this stage, you can pick the fruits, scrape the seeds and rinse 

them to dry for 2-3 weeks. If there is no sign of disease, you can also keep the fruits on 

the vine until the plants completely die or before the frost kills the plants and damages 

fruits.   

Squash, Winter. At full fruit maturity, if the fruits don’t show any sign of disease, store 

the fruits at around 70F for 2 months for improved seed quality. After storage, cut the 

fruits open, scrape the seeds out, and let them dry for 2-3 weeks. If you don’t have 

proper storage conditions or if the fruits show sign of disease, harvest the seeds 

immediately once the fruits are ripe. 

Tomato. Scoop the seeds and the pulp into a plastic container to ferment. Alternatively, 

you can also crush the whole tomatoes into a container to ferment. Let the container 

sit at room temperature. Stir the mixture twice a day to aerate. Fermentation process 

usually takes 36-48 hours. Seeds are usually ready to harvest when a layer of white mold 

forms on mixture surface. You can also occasionally take seeds out of the container and 

rub them gently between your fingers to check whether they still feel slimy (i.e. whether 

the gel layer is removed or not). If not, fermentation is finished. If you find sprouted 

seeds in the mixture, this means that your seed batch has been over-fermented and is 

damaged. Paste tomatoes are usually meaty and have less juice than fresh-eating 

tomatoes, making the mixture thick. In this case, you can add an equal volume of water 

to the crushed tomatoes to initiate the fermentation. When fermentation process is 

complete, rinse the seeds. Spread the seeds and let them dry for a week in a room with 

good air circulation, preferably with a fan pointing at drying seeds and run at low speed. 

Watermelon. Harvest the fruits at full ripeness, scoop their flesh out into a container 

and let the mixture sit for 6-10 hours. Rinse the seeds and let them dry for 2-3 weeks. If 

there is no disease pressure present, you can leave the fruits on the vine longer to 

improve the seed quality. If there is any sign of decay on the fruits, harvest them 

immediately.  

3.2.3. Seed Storage Conditions 

I strongly recommend the beginner-level seed growers to not keep the fruits you 

harvested under high or fluctuating humidity and heat conditions for a long period of 

time post harvest which may substantially reduce the germination rates of the seeds. 

If you have a storage room on your farm/growing space available, it would be great to 

have a box fan, de-humidifier and an AC unit to keep the moisture and heat at 



reasonable levels in that room as you cure your seed crop. If you will make multiple 

harvests from the same crop and you don’t need to cure the crop to improve seed 

quality, process the seeds from each crop immediately to combine the seed batches at 

the end of the season. 

If you don’t have a storage room available on the land you grow seeds and if you have 

space available, one of the best places to keep the fruits of your harvest would be a 

room in your home, which usually offers close-to-ideal storage conditions for short-

term storage. 

Once we process the seeds and make sure that they are dry, we store seeds for long-

term use, both for seed preservation purposes and commercial seed storage, in two 

different ways: 

- Small batches of seeds in mason jars. We use jars from 4 oz to 32 oz to store 

small seeds such as summer savory and large seeds such as beans. In addition, 

depending on the seed volume, we add one or more appropriate size of silica 

packets (bigger the storage volume bigger the silica packet size) in the jars to 

remove the moisture that may be left inside. 

- Larger batches of seeds in buckets of varying sizes with gamma seal lids. We 

typically use 2 to 5 gal buckets for various volumes of seeds. To give you an idea, 

a 3.5 gal bucket can store about 20 lbs of watermelon, and usually a small patch 

of corn seed crop (300-400 plants) may need at least two 5 gal buckets for 

storage. We also use one or more large (100 gr.) silica packets in these buckets to 

keep the moisture level in the bucket lower. 

3.3. Diseases and Crop Failures 

Observing your seed crops closely is very helpful for identifying disease-related 

problems and crop failures. Healthy seeds produce healthy crops so the seed company 

you work with expect you that the seeds you deliver to them are harvested from 

healthy plants. If you observe any signs of stunted growth, wrinkled leaves, fruit 

deterioration, contact the company with photos immediately to consult with them 

about the steps you need to follow. 

Certain diseases pass through seeds. Hence, please avoid saving seeds from sick plants. 

Similarly, if you touched a plant with a sign of disease, using hand-sanitizer before 

touching other plants of the same crop may help not spread diseases in your field.  

It was consistently observed that in Florida, when I applied mycorrhizae into soil, plant 

health, vigor and yield significantly improved in controlled plant populations. I also 

believe that beneficial soil microbes improve flavor, due to their ability to help plants 



uptake micronutrients more effectively. Please keep in mind that, if you have healthy 

soil that is built with good quality compost and that has good aeration and drainage 

ability, then your soil is probably rich in beneficial soil microbes as well. If needed, it is 

best to apply mycorrhizae in planting hole, around the root zone and at the time of 

transplanting.  

Never overwater your plants. If a substantial amount of water is readily available close 

to ground surface, plants will keep their roots close to surface and won’t develop deep 

and strong root systems. Deeper roots help plants uptake nutrients better around root 

zone and make micro-nutrients available in deeper soil profile, hence provide better 

plant health.  

Never water your seed crop from top, especially at the time of flowering. Watering from 

top would not only negatively impact proper pollination but it will also encourage 

diseases, especially in humid regions. 

3.4. Maintaining Genetic Diversity 

Try to save and select seeds from as many plants that reflect the ideal characteristics of 

the variety you grow as you can, to have a better representation of it. If the crop you 

are growing belongs to your cultural lineage, you will also know how to select seeds 

from that crop. In my experience, selecting seeds to capture typical traits of a specific 

variety is an endless effort. In a way, when we save seeds from the same plant season 

after season, we keep breeding and personalizing the plant. For your reference, 

minimum populations needed to maintain biodiversity for major seed crops are given in 

Table 3.3.   

Please note that, due to scale limitations of your farm or limitations due to land access, 

it may not be possible for you to grow as many plants as given in the table. In those 

cases, please discuss with the seed company how to proceed. Enforcing industry 

standards beyond the capacity of a URM seed grower can grow can be a racist practice 

and violently ignores the historic and systemic problems related to access to land for 

these growers. Hence, seed companies that are aware of these problems need to closely 

work with you to make adjustments to the numbers given in the table below. Feel free 

to talk to the company you work with about your limitations and ask them to modify 

their expectations of working with you, when possible. 

 

 

 



Seed Crop Minimum Population Needed 
to Maintain Biodiversity 

Beans (common) 10-20 
Black-eye Peas 20-40 

Cabbage 80 
Carrot 200 

Cauliflower 80 
Collard Greens 80 

Corn 200-300 
Cucumber 10-20 
Eggplant 20-40 
Lettuce 10-20 
Melon 10-20 
Okra 20-40 
Peas 10-20 

Peppers 20-40 
Radish 80 

Summer Squash 10-20 
Tomatoes 10-20 

Watermelon 10-20 
Winter Squash 10-20 

Table 3.3. Minimum plant population needed to maintain biodiversity. 

3.5. Plant Cycles 

While some vegetable crops produce seeds annually, others do so biennially (see Table 

3.4.). An annual crop requires one growing season to complete its life cycle and to 

produce seeds, whereas a biennial crop requires two growing seasons to complete its 

life cycle and to produce seeds. 

Biennial crops require vernalization (i.e. they need to go through cold weather) over 

winter so that they can flower and go to seed in the following spring. Throughout the 

vernalization process, these crops need to be exposed to temperatures less than 50F 

for 8 to 12 weeks. You can refer to Section 3.2.  for details on harvesting seeds from 

some of these annual and biennial plants. 

 

 

 

 



Seed Crop Seed Production Cycle 
Bean, Common Annual 
Black-eye Pea Annual 

Cabbage Biennial 
Carrot Biennial 
Corn Annual 

Cucumber Annual 
Eggplant Annual 
Lettuce Annual 
Melon Annual 
Okra Annual 

Onion Biennial 
Pepper Annual 
Radish Annual 
Squash Annual 
Tomato Annual 

Watermelon Annual 
Table 3.4. Some annual and biennial crops. 

3.6.  Other Issues 

Some of you may have observed that a tomato variety you expect to produce large 

fruits randomly ending up producing medium-size, off-shape fruits in a given season, 

while it maintains its good flavor traits. Well, I did, too. There are studies which suggest 

that open-pollinated seeds may not be as stable as we think they are. This makes sense 

because seeds adapt based on changing climate conditions. 

I also observed in various cases that, even when the seed crop is well-isolated, in 

extreme conditions (e.g. extreme heat, unexpected temperature variations), likelihood 

of ending up with mutated plants in the following season, grown from the seeds saved 

in the previous year, is not that little so be aware that mutations can happen due to 

environmental conditions. 

Identifying the plants that don’t reflect the desirable characteristics of a seed variety, 

and removing them from the field to improve the seed quality of the crop based on a 

variety of traits is called roguing. Roguing is very important when you grow your seed 

crops as it will help you only keep the plants that show little or no sign of disease, that 

demonstrate good plant vigor and cultural characteristics which will be represented by 

the seeds you harvest in the end.  

 

 



4. GROWING AND SEED HARVESTING TIPS FOR FLORIDA FARMERS 

This chapter is specifically written for Florida growers because I farmed, grew and saved 

seeds for five years in Tampa Region but many tips given here may also be applied to 

other regions. Working a healthy amount of organic matter and compost into sandy soil 

can significantly improve your growing conditions and help you create healthy soil. 

Florida sand offers great drainage capability; however, drought is becoming a big 

problem in spring in certain locations of the state, and when combined with high 

temperatures, it becomes more challenging to keep the root zone of your plants moist. 

In addition to working compost into sand, mulching religiously can help both with 

decreasing watering frequency and conserving water. 

4.1.  Fermentation Method in Florida 

While fermentation method works best with tomatoes, with caution, it can also be used 

to harvest cucumber, melon and watermelon seeds. Although it is possible to grow early 

watermelon varieties in fall in Florida, when temperatures are milder, watermelon is 

usually a spring/early summer crop in the state. When the harvest time arrives, growing 

conditions get very hot and humid. Especially if you use the fermentation method to 

harvest watermelon seeds in summer, pay extra attention NOT TO leave the seeds in a 

bucket in fruit juice outside in the heat (even in shade) for an extented period of time. 

Always ferment your seeds indoors or in a shaded area where temperatures can be 

controlled. Don’t leave cucurbit seeds in fermentation batch more than 24 hours.  

Watch the fermentation process and separate the seeds from the pulp as soon as the 

desired “slime” consistency is reached, meaning that the seeds can be collected from 

the mixture to be washed. In my experience, this usually happens within 24 hours. If you 

leave the seeds unattended more than necessary in high heat, seeds may lose viability. 

Similar rules apply to other seeds such as melons and tomatoes. It is a lot easier to 

observe the completion of the fermentation process as far as tomatoes are concerned 

since a white film layer forms on the liquid surface when it is time to wash and clean the 

seeds. 

4.2. Garlic Vernalization in Florida 

Garlic can be successfully grown in all growing zones in Florida if the seed bulbs are 

properly vernalized. For this, I recommend you to store your bulbs in paper bags with 

punched aeration holes on them. Simply tie the paper bags with twist ties and store 

them in your refrigerator or in a cool space with consistent, 40F ambient temperature. 

This process is called vernalization and can be also applied to certain winter crops (e.g. 



cabbage, collard greens) that require specific winter temperatures for a time period to 

produce good quality seeds in the following year. Never store your bulbs in freezer. 

Keep the bulbs intact and do not detach the cloves at least until a few days before your 

garlic beds are ready to plant since separating the cloves from the bulb will trigger them 

to sprout. 

In Central Florida, vernalizing the bulbs for 10-12 weeks provides optimum results as far 

as the size of the harvested bulbs goes. Please keep in mind that the longer you 

vernalize your seed bulbs, the larger bulbs you harvest in spring. Usually, in my 

experience, hardneck varieties do better than the softneck ones in Florida’s growing 

conditions.  

4.3. Other Tips for Florida 

You may experience difficulties with germinating lettuce seeds in Florida, when the 

temperatures are consistently higher than 80F. Certain romaine and Batavian lettuce 

varieties are known to germinate better in high heat conditions. You can also store your 

lettuce seeds in your refrigerator for about five days before planting them to improve 

the germination rates.  

Florida soil has nematodes, making it a challenge to grow tomatoes. Chitin may help 

you reduce nematode pressure and the occurence of related diseases. Shrimp meal 

naturally has chitin, and is rich for Ca and Mg, all of which help grow a healthy tomato 

crop. I highly recommend you to incorporate shrimp meal and/or other chitin-based 

organic matter into your rows, preferably before the planting season so that the 

organic matter can be decomposed by beneficial soil microbes before your plants begin 

fruiting. When I used to farm in Florida, I grew the best tomatoes in fall season, seeds 

being started end of August/early September. Toward the end of my times in Florida, 

drought was becoming a serious challenge for farming in spring. Surround WP, a 

micronized clay product, may help your crops and especially your tomatoes to cope 

with heat (and pest) pressure. That being said, these products are costly, and please use 

the seed production economic analysis chart given in Appendix A  to decide if you need 

to avoid purchasing them to reduce your input cost for a seed crop. 

After harvest, make sure to dry the seeds on a single layer with as much surface area as 

you can spare. Heat in combination with humidity may make seeds germinate while 

they are drying, if the drying process isn’t completed in a timely manner. This may 

especially become a problem with small seeds such as eggplant, ground cherry and 

tomatillo. I recommend you to use a fan pointed at your drying platform and turn the 

seeds every once a while to make sure they dry faster. Make sure to not run the fan at 

the highest speed so that small seeds are now blown away especially if several different 



seed lots of the same species are on the same platform otherwise seeds of different 

varieties may mix up with each other. 

In Florida, especially when humidity is consistently very high throughout successive rain 

events, powdery and downy mildew become two major diseases for cucurbits, more so 

for cucumbers, summer squash and melons. If mildew has already taken over the 

majority of the plant’s canopy, it is most probably very late to eliminate mildew 

pressure. However, mixing Potassium Bicarbonate in a spray bottle and spraying foliage 

effectively worked for me to reduce mildew pressure in Florida, when I applied it at first 

sign of mildew.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. ESTIMATING AND IMPROVING SEED YIELDS 

Growing methods you use will greatly affect your seed yields. Seed crops overwhelmed 

by weeds, poor soil fertility, overhead watering, excessive watering and pests are some 

of the factors that reduce yields.  

I recommend you to start your seedlings as early as possible in the greenhouse and 

transplant them after the last frost in your growing zone to get better seed yields than 

direct-seeded crops. Direct-seeded plants will also oftentimes bolt earlier than 

transplanted plants. Also, I observed many times that varieties planted in smaller 

populations and tended closely produced better seed yields than those planted in large 

quantities. 

In Appendix D , I provide a list of estimated seed yields for major vegetable crops. This 

list is a composite of Small-scale Organic Seed Production, prepared by Patrick Steiner, 

Knott’s Handbook for Vegetable Growers, written by Donal N. Maynard and George J. 

Hochmuth, as well as our field experiences and the data we have collected over time, 

and data provided by Brian Campbell of Uprising Seeds (WA), Hank Keogh of Avoca Seed 

(OR), Chris Smith of The Utopian Seed Project (NC), and a WV grower who wanted to 

stay anonymous. The list is only intended to help you with your growing plans and to 

give you a rough idea about seed yields as they will not only vary depending on the 

season and the growing conditions mentioned above but they will also vary from one 

variety of a given crop to another (i.e. seed yield of a paste tomato will be different than 

that of a fresh-eating tomato). Certain values in the list were averaged and extrapolated 

from large-scale observations to give insight about potential small-scale yields.  

IMPORTANT: Certified growers are already obliged to record certain data with regards 

to their harvest. Regardless you are a certified grower or not, I would greatly appreciate 

it if you may take detailed notes of how much of a crop you grow for each variety (i.e. 

how many plants or how long of a row) for us and how much seeds you harvest at the 

end of the season. Such information will greatly help us improve the cumulative list of 

seed yields and plan for seed production assignments more accurately. 

 

 

 

 

 



6. REQUESTING SEEDS FROM USDA SEED BANKS 
6.1. Wheat Example 

How did a crop like wheat that was domesticated thousands of years ago in a region 

that is thousands of miles away, became one of the most significant grains produced in 

the United States? 

In 1898, USDA sent one of their employees, Mark A. Carleton for a wheat exploration trip 

to Russia. This trip would be cited in a report they published later as: “We had forgotten 

how poor our bread was at the time of Carleton’s trip to Russia. In truth, we were eating 

an almost tasteless product, ignorant of the fact that most of Europe had a better 

flavored bread with far higher nutritive qualities than ours.” 

In the 20th century, USDA experts continued to complain about the low quality of wheat 

consumed in the U.S. Particularly, a report from 1936 says “European wheats are 

generally of weak baking quality.” Hence, USDA found the solution in more seed 

expeditions, a method that was used to extract other cultures’ and oftentimes BIPOC 

peoples’ seed diversity.  

USDA botanist and plant collector Jack Harlan conducted over 40 plant and seed 

expeditions to 45 countries between 1942 and 1951. Harlan’s research interest was 

breeding economically important crops for the traits he desired to see: disease 

resistance and higher yield. 

Harlan didn’t choose the countries he visited randomly but followed Nikolai Vavilov’s 

map of Centers of Origin to guide his expeditions. Vavilov was a distinguished Soviet 

agronomist best known for his identification of these regions of cultivated plants across 

the world. 



 

Figure 6.1. Vavilov’s Centers of Origin. 

Harlan collected more than 5,000 wheat samples from the places he visited in Turkey 

throughout his expeditions. In 1948, he and his Turkish colleague Osman Tosun collected 

a variety of wheat grains in Southeast Turkey. Fifteen years later, when there was a 

severe epidemic of stripe rust disease in the U.S., USDA tested hundreds of seed 

samples in their collection. The sample Harlan collected in Turkey in 1948 was later found 

to be resistant not only to rust but also to other wheat diseases. This specific wheat 

was used to hybridize new disease resistant varieties which would be widely grown in 

the Northwestern and Midwestern states. Anatolian wheat saved American wheat 

production that year which was estimated to be worth 9 billion dollars in 2020. 

6.2. USDA Plant Germplasm 

Simply, USDA’s Plant Germplasm database/collection consists of plant accessions 

collected specifically from Vavilov’s centers of origin around the world including from 

countries like Turkey, other countries in the Middle East, Africa, Southeast Asia, as well 

as regions like North and South America where the majority of the food crops people on 

earth consume today originated and have been stewarded by the Native peoples in 

these regions for thousands of years. The entire collection was divided into categories 

and are held at various genebanks across the U.S. For example, melon seeds are kep at a 

germplasm station in Iowa whereas bean seeds are kept at a station in Washington. 



Over the course of few decades, predominantly white American plant breeders and seed 

companies used this system to request seeds of various cultural lineages different than 

their own for their plant breeding projects plant “exploration” desires. 

The collection is on one hand the epitome of an example of an imperialist white-
supremacist capitalist patriarchy. On the other hand, it is true that when I first found 

out about it in 2011, it gave me comfort to browse the online databases to look for seeds 

of my homeland and my cultural lineage which would eventually help me connect to my 

roots, family and ancestors and at times make me feel home as I was/am thousands of 

miles away from it. 

6.3. How to Request Germplasm from the USDA Germplasm System 

Please keep in mind that many accession (i.e. individual groupings of plant materials of a 

species which were collected at once from a specific location on Earth) germplasms (i.e. 

all genetic materials of plants) held by USDA have sentimental value for the people 

whose cultural lineages are connected with the geography and history of the place 

where the accessions originated and have been stewarded by their people. 

Website to access and search for accessions that USDA plant germplasm collection is 

https://npgsweb.ars-grin.gov/gringlobal/search. The simplest, most practical way to 

search for a seed, seed accessions, or a family of a seed crop is to type “the general 

name of that crop + space + name of the place” you want to search for. Let’s use 

“tomato turkey” as an example. Once you type these keywords and push Search button, 

you will see that almost all tomato accessions collected from Turkey in the past will be 

listed in the results. See the screenshot below. 

 

Figure 6.2. Screenshot of USDA plant germplasm’s search bar. 

The results will be displayed like in the screenshot given in Figure 6.3.  Note that, each 

accession is assigned a PI (i.e. Plant Introduction) number although in some cases, 

accession code may be different than “PI + Number.” In our case, PI is followed by a 

number that is assigned to the accession. 

Please note that, you can use keywords other than the common name of a crop and 

location to look for seed accessions in the system. In addition, you can use the 

Advanced Search tab to look for accessions using a list of criteria to fine tune your 

search. If you are associated with the cultural lineage that is linked to a certain seed and 



know the traditional name of the seed, you can also search for the seed using that 

name. Please note that, unfortunately, the database is only available in English, and the 

likelihood of finding an accession in your first language isn’t possible.  

While USDA germplasm has been and will be used for plant breeding purposes in future, 
it is also true that over the last several decades, it became an extractive resource 
specifically abused by white seed industry professionals. If you are one of these 
professionals, be considerate of this resource and do not request accessions that do 
not belong to your cultural and ancestral background unless you have relations with 
the communities these accessions belong to. Keep in mind that these communities 
also have the ability and right to request these accessions.   

 

Figure 6.3. Screenshot of the search results. 

Now let’s go back to the list of accessions and click on the first listing that came up with 

the search functionality. Here is what we see when click on the accession number (in 

this case PI 105266): 



 

Figure 6.4. Screenshot of the details for a chosen accession.  

 

Figure 6.5. Requesting seeds from USDA germplasm. 



 

Figure 6.6. USDA germplasm cart. 

You can add the accessions you would like to request from USDA to your order by 

clicking on the cart button shown in the Figure 6.5. As you can see, there is an 

exclamation sign next to the cart image in this case. This means that, a warning 

message is added to the accession listing. Pay attention to these messages as they may 

include warnings about diseases and information about patents.   

Please also note that while I don’t have data for the demographics and profile of the 

people whose accession requests are fulfilled through this system, it isn’t hard to 

predict that these people are pre-dominantly white. Hence, if you are a white accession 

requestor, it is good practice for you to stop and think who has the right to receive 

these accessions, what is the definition of the scholarship that is used to decide that 

right, and who qualifies to be a plant breeder to request seeds from the germplasm.  

You can finalize your request by filling the relevant fields on the checkout page shown in 

Figure 6.7.  If you are a minoritized seed keeper/grower and need help to create a 

template for the narrative/objectives requested on the checkout page, please reach out 

to me so that I can help you craft your template based on the plant breeding and seed 

selection projects as well as projects related to your cultural practices. I am hoping to 

finalize a separate document for this purpose to be only shared with these minoritized 

growers.  



 

Figure 6.7. Final step to request accessions from USDA germplasm.  



6.4. White Savior of Seeds from Places That Suffer from Armed Conflict 

My maternal grandfather was born and raised in Shumen, Bulgaria, and he was an infant 

when his family fled to Anatolia in early 20th century to escape ethnic and religious 

cleansing against Turks in the Balkans during the Ottoman contraction, and his family 

ended up settling in Bursa, Turkey. Similarly, my maternal grandmother and her family 

fled Caucasia to settle in Çorum of Anatolia. Both my grandparents arrived in Turkey 

shortly before the European Peninsula, İstanbul and Anatolia were invaded by Western 

European forces, Greece and Russia which eventually led to the Turkish Independence 

War as the Ottoman Empire dissolved. My grandfather would later move to Adana and 

open a bakery which he managed until he had to leave it behind to join the Turkish army 

to fight the French army who invaded parts of Southern Turkey. He got shot in 

battlefield. My grandmother wasn’t loved by her own mother and was adopted by her 

mother’s sister whose husband was an officer and who moved with his family and my 

grandmother to Syria front during the World War I, where my grandmother was also 

shot in her leg. Not only immigration and war cannot be separated from each other but 

also if my grandfather’s family didn’t run away from their home in Bulgaria to Bursa, I 

would most probably not be sitting here and working on this manual. Millions of people 

from the Balkans fled for their lives to Turkey and they brought their seeds with them. 

Collecting seeds/plant materials from pre-dominantly non-white countries that are 

actively in war or under invasion of Western forces or of which governments are not 

favorable by the West or accessing seeds of these places under these circumstances 

through USDA germplasm with a claim of “saving them from extinction to help people 

there” because “these places are in trouble” directly speaks to white savior complex that 

entirely ignores the narratives attached to those seeds. Unless there is a policy in those 

places to erase a culture and to enforce ethnic cleansing, it is also absurd to think that 

any government would ban its people from sowing seeds and growing food, regardless 

of how bad we think they are or how unpopular those governments are for their people. 

Some questions that I think need to be asked in such cases are:  

“Does this new government ban its people to sow their traditional seeds?” 

“What is my place in claiming another culture’s seeds through a seed bank?” 

In the recent case of Afghanistan, for instance, assuming that Afghanistan is less of a 

safe place for this country’s traditional seeds because U.S. withdrew its forces from 

there is presumptuous. Hence, assuming that the seeds in Afghanistan would go extinct 

if a white American man didn’t grow them here in the U.S. is presumptuous because 

those seeds will stay alive as long as their keepers in Afghanistan grow them where 

those seeds originated, and assuming that seed savers in Afghanistan don’t exist 



anymore because the U.S. army withdrew from the country is quite problematic. Don’t 

play games and admit that you are only a plant explorer if you are solely after “saving 

the world’s food resources” or any other performative act that doesn't address the 

reasons behind the suffering of communities around the world.  
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Appendix A: Seed production economic analysis chart (modified after Steiner) 

 
Seed Production Economic Analysis Chart 

Expenses Cost ($)  

Land    

 # hr Cost/hr ($)  

Labor: planning   

Labor: field work   

Labor:  
seed harvest and cleaning 

  

Seed (planting stock)  

Fertilizer/Soil Amendments  

Pest Management  

Water  

Certification Fees  

Equipment  
(e.g. rentals, repair) 

 
 

 

Indirect costs 
(e.g. insurance) 

 
 

Total Cost ($)  Cost per Net Seed Yield ($)  

Sales oz Sales/oz  
($) 

lb Sales/lb 
($) 

Total Sales ($) 

Net Seed Yield 
(weight after cleaning) 

     

Profit ($) 

Net Profit  
(Total Sales-Total Cost) 

 

Profit per Seed Yield  

 



APPENDIX B: Noxious weeds of West Virginia as defined by West Virginia Department 
of Agriculture 

Common Name Scientific Name 
Autumn olive Elaeagnus umbellata Thunb. 

Bindweed Convolvulus arvensis 

Canadian thistle Cirsium arvense 

Curled thistle Carduus crispus L. 

Dodder Cuscuta spp. 

Galinsoga Galinsoga parviflora 

Johnsongrass Sorghum halpens 

Kudzu Pueraria thunbergiana 

Leafy spurge Euphorbia esula 

Cannabis Cannabis sativa L. 

Multiflora rose Rosa multiflora Thunb. 

Musk thistle Carduus nutans L. 

Opium poppy Papaver somniferum L. 

Perennial sow thistle Sonchus arvensis 

Plumeless thistle Carduus acanthoides L. 

Quackgrass Elytrigia rapens 

Wild garlic Allium vineale 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX C: Minimum germination standards for vegetable seeds 

If the seed you are looking for isn’t in the minimum germination standard list, then it 

may be a good approach to begin with 50% and move up from there.  

Seed Crop Minimum Germination Standard (%) 
Artichoke 60 
Asparagus 70 

Bean, Yard-long 75 
Bean, Common 70 

Bean, Lima 70 
Bean, Runner 75 

Beet 65 
Broadbean 75 

Broccoli 75 
Brussels sprouts 70 

Cabbage 75 
Cardoon 60 
Carrot 55 

Cauliflower 75 
Celeriac 55 
Celery 55 

Chard, Swiss 65 
Chicory 65 

Chinese cabbage 75 
Chives 50 
Citron 65 

Collards 80 
Corn, Sweet 75 
Cornsalad 70 

Black-eye Pea 75 
Cress, Garden 75 
Cress, Upland 60 
Cress, Water 40 

Cucumber 80 
Dandelion 60 

Dill 60 
Eggplant 60 

Endive 70 
Kale 75 

Kohlrabi 75 
Leek 60 

Lettuce 80 
Melon 75 

Mustard 75 

 



APPENDIX C: Minimum germination standards for vegetable seeds cont’d. 

Seed Crop Minimum Germination Standard (%) 
Okra 50 

Onion 70 
Onion, Welsh 70 

Pak-choi 75 
Parsley 60 
Parsnip 60 

Pea 80 
Pepper 55 

Pumpkin 75 
Radish 75 

Rhubarb 60 
Rutabaga 75 

Sage 60 
Salsify 75 

Savory, Summer 55 
Sorrel 65 

Soybean 75 
Spinach 60 

Spinach, New Zealand 40 
Squash 75 
Tomato 75 

Tomato, husk 50 
Turnip 80 

Watermelon 70 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX D: Estimated seed yields for major seed crops (modified after Steiner and 
Maynard & Hochmuth and expanded based on years of data) 

Please note that all growers we work with practice growing seeds below a scale of 5 

acres, and even when they have access to and utilize more than 5 acres of growing 

space, they use the additional space/fields for isolation purposes. Most farmers we work 

with grow seeds on a scale of less than 2 acres.  

As I mentioned before, seed yield is dependent on a variety of parameters and isn’t easy 

to assess. However, in my personal experience as a seed grower and seed company 

owner working with other seed growers, small growers do a great job maximizing seed 

yields for relatively small but representative crops because the seed crops they grow 

are relatively small which allows them to pay closer attention to the crops. 

Please also note that the values given in the tables below are for your reference and 

intended to give you an insight for the seed contracts you may need to fulfill with us or 

other seed companies. We are a culturally significant seed company whose seeds are 

unique to our catalog; however, you will see our varieties listed in other companies’ 

seed catalogs on an increasing level. Hence, you may also benefit from these values 

when you grow the same seeds for other seed companies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Crop Variety/Type 
Location-
Zone 100 ft (lb) 

100 
plants 
(lb) 

Bean, Common 
  
  
  

Ayaş Barbunyası (pole) WV-6 10.0  
Dermason (kidney-shaped, bush) WV-6 14.0  

Elmalı Sarı (bush) WV-6 13.0  
Endeze (pole) WV-6 20  

Bean, Fava Broad Windsor  13.5  

Bean, Soy Generic  12.0  
Beet Detroit Dark Red  13.3  
Broccoli Generic  10.0  
Brussels Sprouts Generic  10.0  
Burdock Generic  9.0  
Cantaloupe Small, seedy varieties  0.7  
Carrot 
  

Long Orange Improved  1.5  
Generic Conventional  7.5  

Black-eye Pea Lolaz WV-6 5.7  

Cucumber 
  

Boothby's Blonde  3.2  
Generic Pickling Conventional  11.1  

Dill  Gönen 10 WV-6 0.75  

Eggplant 
  

Rosa Bianca  1.3  

Halep Karası   2.3  

Yamula  - 3 
 
Greens 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Arugula  2.3  
Cress  2.5  
Kale  4.2  
Mizuna  5.3  
Mustard  2.5  
Mustard, Giant Red  3.2  
Mustard, Southern Curled  17.0  

Tatsoi  1.7  
Kohlrabi Generic  5.0  
Leek 
  

Conventional  4.0  
Durabel  1.9  

Lettuce Generic Average  1.3  

Okra Bornova Kınalı WV-6 6.6  

Onions 
Early Yellow Globe Conventional  3.7  
Southport White Globe Conventional  4.9  

Peas Generic-average  6.7  

Peppers 
  
  
  
  
  
  

Ancho  1.8  
Balık OR 4.2  
Kandil WV-6 1.31  

Mehmet's Sweet Turkish FL 2.1  

Pul Biberlik Maraş IA-4 - 5 
Tatlı Kıl IA-4 - 2.9 

    
Pumpkin Long Pie  5.1  

 



APPENDIX D: Estimated seed yields for major seed crops (modified after Steiner and 
Maynard & Hochmuth) cont’d 

Crop Cultivar Location-Zone 100 ft (lb) 100 plants (lb) 

Radish 
  
  
  

Misato Rose (large roots)  5.4  
Rat Tail  19.7  
Pink Beauty (medium roots)  0.9  
Generic Conventional  8.4  

Spinach 
  

Bloomsdale Savoy  16.2  
Bloomsdale Conventional  11.0  

Squash 
  

Blue Hubbard Conventional  6.3  
Kars Yumurtası (small-
seeded) IA-4 - 13.5 
Kolsuz Sakız  - 37 
Table Queen Conventional  8.1  

Tomatoes 
  
  

Cindy’s West Virginia WV-6 0.76  
Mortgage Lifter (Radiator 
Charlie’s) WV-6 0.93  
Mountain Princess WV-6 0.85  
Turkey WV-6 0.5  

Turnip Shogone Conventional  15.0  

Watermelon 
  

Çekirdeği Oyalı (Orange F.) IA-4 - 20 
Çekirdeği Oyalı (Red Flesh)  3.3  
Çekirdeği Oyalı (White Flesh) IA-4 - 13 
Generic, small, seedy  2.2  

Flowers 
  
  

Calendula  6.2  
Marigold, French  0.7  
Morning Glory  1.7  

Herbs 
  

Basil, Lemon  6.8  
Cilantro, Santo   5.6  
Summer Savory WV-6 2.3  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beginning in 2023, we will only list raw seed yield data that we collect from growers 

without extrapolating the data. You can find this data in the table below: 



Crop Variety/Type Year 
Location-
Zone 

Row 
ft/No of 
plants Yield 

Bean, Common 
  
  
  

Boşnak Arşın 2022 WV-6 70 ft 4 lb 2 oz 
Hanımelı 2022 WA-8 150 ft 10.8 lb 
Sarıkız 2022 WA-8 150 ft 8.6 lb 
Sazova 2022 WA-8 150 ft 12.5 lb 

Bean, Yard-long Çanakkale Black-seeded 2022 NC-7 150 plants 10 lb 
Corn, Dent Bloody Butcher 2022 WV-6 300 plants 58.4 lb 
Greens Arugula 2022 WV-6 96 ft 2 lb 9 oz 
Pepper, Sweet Bağcı Çarliston 2022 WV-6 49 ft 8.4 oz 

Squash, Summer 
Kars Yemeklik (Striped)* 2022 NC-7 80 ft 4.5 lb 
Ürgüp Sivrisi* 2022 WV-6 143 ft 3 lb 15 oz 

Squash, Winter 
Armut* 2022 NC-7 80 ft 4.3 lb 
Waltham Butternut 2022 WV-6 141 ft 10 lb 

Tomato 

WV Pepper 2022 WV-6 86 ft 5.1 oz 
Yalova Heart 2022 WV-6 83 ft 4.9 oz 
     

 

*Grower shared some of the fruits with chefs. Hence the values given for these varieties 

underestimate the maximum seed yield of the varieties. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX E: Sample seed contract 

 

Website: https://twoseedsinapod.com 
Address: 981 Indian Rock Rd; Reedsville, WV 26547 

e-mail: XXX@twoseedsinapod.com; Phone: (XXX) XXX-XXXX 
 

2023 SEED GROWING CONTRACT FOR ANNUAL SEEDS 

This contract between Two Seeds in a Pod Heirloom Seed Company (Company) and the Grower 

shall be for the 2023 seed growing season. By signing this contract, the Grower and the 

Company agree to all of the contract’s terms and conditions, and to supply seeds to the 

Company. Please sign, date and return the contract to the mailing address above or email a 

signed and dated copy of it to mehmet@twoseedsinapod.com. 

The Grower, XXX, agrees to enter into a contract with Two Seeds in a Pod Heirloom Seed 
Company to produce seeds for the following seed crops in 2023 growing season: 

Variety Name Crop Quantity (max) Price/Weight Min Germ. (%) 
     

     
     
     
     
     

     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     



 

To receive payment for any or all of the seed assignments, the Grower agrees to: 

- Deliver true-to-type seeds. If, once grown, the Grower observes that any stock seed for 

a variety they receive from the Company is not true-to-type, then it is the Grower’s 

responsibility to communicate with the Company about the off-type plants as early as 

possible in the growing season. It is also the Grower’s responsibility to isolate seed crops 

to maintain seed purity and eliminate cross pollination. The Grower is expected to work 

with the Company to maintain optimal isolation distances/measures and population 

sizes at the time of growing the seeds assigned to them, and potentially rogue over 5% 

of the plants for undesirable traits as the season progresses to harvest true-to-type 

seeds from each seed crop listed in this contract. 

- Deliver disease-free seeds. The Grower is expected to closely observe their seed crops to 

make sure the crops are free of diseases. If the Grower isn’t able to identify diseases or 

pest-related problems, they are encouraged to work with their extension office or the 

Company to help with identification of the diseases and other problems. 

- Deliver viable seeds. The Grower is responsible for making sure that the seeds they 

deliver to the Company meet or exceed the minimum germination standards.   

- Deliver clean seeds. The Grower is expected to clean chaff and dirt from the seed 

packages they deliver, make sure that foreign or stained seeds, any pests, debris or plant 

materials as well as damaged or sprouted seeds are removed from the seed batches. The 

Grower is also expected to not handle seeds after smoking cigarette that would leave 

any residues due to reasons related to tobacco mosaic virus and marketability of the 

seeds. Any seed batches that are mixed with foreign seeds, debris or plant materials, and 

damaged or germinated seeds will be returned to the Grower for additional cleaning at 

the Grower’s expense.  

- Inform the Company if they grow the same variety listed in this contract in more than 

one field, and keep seed lots from different fields separately. 

- Store seeds harvested and processed at different times in separate lots, and combine 

these lots once the germination rate of each lot is known to meet minimum germination 

standards; alternatively send the individual lots to the Company to test germination and 

combine the lots post-delivery. 



 
 

- Not share the seeds of which variety names are typed with an asterisk in the table in this 

contract in the first year of growing these seeds with other seed companies since these 

seeds are introduced by the Company in the U.S. (if applicable).  

- Immediately communicate with the Company if they observe significant deviations in 

their seed crops from variety descriptions, signs of diseases across the crop or the seeds 

they harvest, crop failures and any other issues that may affect the seed quality or yield, 

and if they expect a delay in delivery of any seeds listed in this contract by 15 September 
2023.  

- Provide all the field observations and seed yields for seed crops listed in this contract. 

- Make sure that all seeds are securely packed, that heavy seed batches are double 

bagged, if necessary, and that the seeds of different varieties of the same species are 

not mixed in the shipping box. 

- Provide the copies of shipping receipts and ship all the contracted seeds labeled 

accurately. 

The Company reserves the right to reject seeds that are not received on or before the deadline 

of 30 November 2023, that are not cleaned properly for ready-to-sell conditions, or that do not 

meet the minimum germination standards. The Company is responsible with conducting the 

formal germination tests; however, the Grower is encouraged to observe the viability of the 

seeds they grow with a quick germination test, before delivering the seeds.  

Certain seeds such as winter squash may require additional curing past the deadline given 

above, to improve seed quality. If this is the case, the Company encourages the Grower to 

deliver the seeds of other crops at once, and deliver the seeds that need curing later, as soon as 

they are ready to be shipped.  

The Company will: 

- Pay for and provide un-patented and non-proprietary stock seed to the Grower on time 

unless there is a different arrangement between the Company and the Grower which will 

be referenced here.  

- Help and consult with the Grower for their questions about selecting and roguing plants 

as well as growing, harvesting, cleaning, storing, packaging and delivering seeds. 



 
- Pay in full the prices and up to the maximum quantities listed in this contract for the 

seeds that the Grower delivers on-time, seeds that are clean and ready to sell, and that 

meet the minimum germination standards. 

- Pay the Grower within 90 days of receipt of the seeds listed in this contract, upon 

completion of all germination tests and for the seeds that pass the minimum 

germination standards. Once the tests are complete, the Company will inform the 

Grower with the germination rate of each seed lot along with the received weights of 

seeds in oz or lb, whichever is applicable, for the seeds that meet and pass the minimum 

germination standards. Certain seeds such as peppers and eggplant may stay dormant 

for weeks after harvest, delaying completion of tests. The Company may also need to re-

test the seeds that initially have low germination rates which may potentially extend the 

payment period, and agrees to submit payment in part for the seeds of which 

germination tests are complete within 90 days. The Company will begin offering the 

seeds of which germination tests are complete or that don’t require further 

cleaning/winnowing within the payment period. 

- Pay the Grower a one time fee of $50 per contract season for the seed yield data they 

provide for all of the seed crops listed in this contract. 

- Reimburse the cost of delivery at the time of the payment for the contracted seeds 

typically for delivery options via USPS or UPS. If necessary, the Company will also pay for 

the expenses related to packaging materials to ensure the safe delivery of heavy seeds. 

- Not impose any penalty for the seeds that are listed in this contract yet not delivered. 

However, the sales and seed preservation efforts of the Company rely on the seeds 

grown and delivered by the Grower. Hence, the Company may choose not to work with 

the Grower consecutively who consistently fails to fulfill this contract.  

If the Grower harvests and processes more seeds in weight for a specific variety than the 

maximum quantities identified for any or all of the seeds listed in this contract, the Company 

expects the Grower to discuss at what price the Company can purchase the excess seed, if the 

Company’s contract budget allows to do so. 

The Company or its representatives cannot be held liable for any crop failures, seeds that are 

destroyed or lost during shipping, any financial losses or injuries related to the production of 

the seeds the Grower grows to fulfill this contract. 



 

Check-in weight for the seeds that the Company receives will be determined to the nearest 0.01 

lb using the Company’s commercial scale. The Company will submit the payment for the seeds 

in U.S. Dollars via company check or, if possible, online and based on the check-in weights. 

The Company reserves the right to share the seeds the Grower grows with others or to sell 

them to other seed companies. 

The Grower’s Consent: 

- I consent to effectively and on a timely manner communicate with the Company 

regarding any crop failures, diseases, deviations from variety descriptions or any other 

issues that may affect the seed quality, yield or successful listing of the seeds in the 

Company’s catalog. Initials __________ 

- I consent to the Company’s use of the photographs I take of any seed crops in their 

catalog or other marketing materials for a one-time payment of $25 per photograph. 

Initials __________   

- I consent to the Company’s use of my name or my farm’s name to be publicly listed in 

the Company’s catalog and marketing materials (optional) . Initials __________ 

 

We, the Grower and the Company, have read and understood the terms of this contract and by 
signing below, we agree with the terms. 

Grower Signature:                                                                                          Date:  

 

 

Two Seeds in a Pod, Inc, Signature:        Date:  

 

 


